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Resume
Pedro Afonso Pedrosa Filho

+351 936 253 842

pedro@filho.me

Twitter

Github

Linkedin

Blog

Website

👋 I am a Software Engineer with experience working for various companies in a 
variety of sectors. I like to work closely with UI and UX, and collaborate with 
product owners/managers to solve business problems. I’m in crypto since 
2016, and I’ve built several projects and packages for the ecosystem.

Knowledge
Languages: Javascript, Typescript and Python

Databases: PostgreSQL, MongoDB and DynamoDB

Frameworks / Libs: React, NextJS, Gatsby, React Native, NodeJS

Cloud: AWS

Crypto: BTC, ETH (L1 and L2), DOTSAMA

Education
Computer Science - Universidade Federal de São João del Rei

Computer Science

2014 / 2017 (incomplete)

tel:+351 936 253 842
mailto:pedro@filho.me
https://twitter.com/pedroapfilho
https://github.com/pedroapfilho
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pedroapfilho/
https://dev.to/pedroapfilho
https://pedroapfilho.com/
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Language
Portuguese: Native

English: C1 (CEFR)

Experience
Blockchain.com - Remote 
Senior Frontend Developer

Crypto Wallet

React, Redux, Node, and a lot of crypto

2021 / ~

At Blockchain.com I'm responsible for being a senior frontend developer, and 
develop/improve our platforms, including the wallet, the exchange and the explorer. 
With over 80M wallets, we are one of the biggest players on the market.

Game Analytics - London - GB 
Senior Frontend Developer

Analytics for Mobile Games

React, AWS, Node, UI and UX

2019 / 2021

At GameAnalytics I was responsible for being the leader of the frontend team and 
develop our new platform, made with React (with Context and Material UI). Our goal 
was to show and collect data from more than 150M users daily, on real time.

Intrasurance - Lisbon - PT 
Frontend Developer

Insurance Company

React, Redux, Azure DevOps, UI and UX

2018 / 2019

Intrasurance was a segment of Verzekeruself, one of the biggest insurance 
companies in Europe. My job was to create a widget to embed on customers 
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websites and give them a way to sell our insurances, we used React and Redux for 
it.

Norio Matsubara - Faro - PT 
Full Stack Developer

Investor

React, Postgress, MongoDB, Node, Scrum, UI and UX

2017 / 2018

My job with Norio was to be his right hand. He is an investor that has capital 
invested in several startups all over the globe, and I was the one who analyzed the 
technical part and helped when needed, working on several different fields, but 
mostly decreasing the technical debt and applying agile processes.

Mestres Ninja - Curitiba - BR 
Full Stack Developer

Markerplace for Freelancers

React, MongoDB, Portgress, Python

2016 / 2017

I was the founder of this Startup with 2 other friends. We built a dashboard where 
customers could get freelancers on a "Uber" way, the "most active" developers 
received the notification and went to the customer.

Unlockers - Curitiba - BR 
Full Stack Developer

Digital Web Agency

JQuery, PHP, MySQL, UI and UX

2014 / 2016

Unlockers was my first experience with web development. There I learned how to 
deal with customers and how to work with HTML, CSS, JS, PHP, and MySQL. I've 
built several small and medium websites using Magento, WordPress, and simple 
static ones.


